LIGHTING
BRIGHTEN YOUR WORLD
Simple, effective control

LIGHTING

The power to light your home is now (literally) in the palm
of your hand. Our lighting control systems use two-way
radio-frequency transmission to communicate with one
another. Hand-held or in-wall scene controllers make it easy
to control all of the lighting in your
home.

Set the tone

Bright and cheerful or soft and
romantic—you decide how you want
your home to feel by choosing how
to light it. Whether you control one
room or the whole house, lighting
options are easy and affordable for
every size home.

Light it perfectly every time

Do you like it dim when you watch
movies and bright for homework or
cooking? Instead of searching for
that perfect setting every time, onetouch shortcuts called “scenes” let
you set a favorite light level once,
then recall it with the touch of a
button.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Transform any room
for reading, relaxing or
romance
Enhance security
throughout your home
Easily control outdoor and
holiday lighting
One-touch buttons recall
your favorite light levels
Easy, infrared remote
controls
Save energy
Whole house and scene
control
Control lamps, ceiling fans
and small appliances

Add security

show your home at its best
with the right lighting for
every room, every mood,
every need.

designed to be better.

Never come home to a dark house
or rush to switch off lights when you
leave. From the safety of your vehicle, you can turn on groups
of lights by remote control as you arrive home or turn lights
off as you pull out of the driveway.

And comfort

Don’t stop at controlling the lights. With Plug-In Lamp and
Small Appliance Modules you can wirelessly control your
coffee maker, stereo or TV. Fan Speed Controllers allow
you to adjust the fan, without standing on a chair to pull the
speed chain.

HAND-HELD ROOM
SCENE CONTROLLER
AND WIRELESS KEY FOB

IN-WALL WHOLE
HOUSE SCENE
CONTROLLER
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